Automatic spleen segmentation on CT is challenging due to the complexity of abdominal structures. Multi-atlas segmentation (MAS) has shown to be a promising approach to conduct spleen segmentation. To deal with the substantial registration errors between the heterogeneous abdominal CT images, the context learning method for performance level estimation (CLSIMPLE) method was previously proposed. The context learning method generates a probability map for a target image using a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) as the prior in a Bayesian framework. However, the CLSSIMPLE typically trains a single GMM from the entire heterogeneous training atlas set. Therefore, the estimated spatial prior maps might not represent specific target images accurately. Rather than using all training atlases, we propose an adaptive GMM based context learning technique (AGMMCL) to train the GMM adaptively using subsets of the training data with the subsets tailored for different target images. Training sets are selected adaptively based on the similarity between atlases and the target images using cranio-caudal length, which is derived manually from the target image.
INTRODUCTION
Spleen volume is an essential biomarker of liver disease and infection [1] [2] [3] . To estimate the spleen volume in vivo, computerized tomography (CT) is one of the most widely accepted imaging techniques [1, 4, 5] . The manual delineation of 3D whole spleen has been regarded as a gold standard of estimating accurate spleen volume from clinical CT image [6, 7] . However, manually tracing an entire spleen is time and resource consuming. Instead, the splenic index metrics (e.g., splenic length, width, etc.) are typically traced to estimate the spleen volume, which reduces the complexity and time of manual work [4] . In the past decades, automatic spleen estimation methods have been proposed to conduct spleen volume estimation [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , but have not been widely applied in splenomegaly.
Among automatic spleen estimation methods, the multi-atlas segmentation (MAS) is one of the most popular families due to its flexibility and accuracy [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Our prior works used MAS to conduct 3D whole spleen segmentation using context learning based selective and iterative method for performance level estimation (CLSIMPLE) framework [15] [16] [17] [18] . The key contribution of such work is to improve the SIMPLE method by integrating spatial priors of abdominal organs, which are calculated by a Gaussian mixture model based context learning (GMMCL) method [18] . Practically, when the sizes of spleen in atlas images and the target image are on similar scales, the GMMCL yields accurate prior probability maps. However, when the target scan has much larger or smaller spleen size compared with atlases, (e.g., splenomegaly spleens shown in Figure 1 ), GMMCLs typically provide worse spatial priors, because the GMMCL is trained based on the preselected atlases before conducting MAS without taking the target spleen size into account.
To improve the performance of context learning by taking the individual feature of target image into account, a semi-automated adaptive Gaussian mixture model (AGMM) based context learning technique (AGMMCL) is proposed to train the GMM adaptively for different target images. The candidate atlases used to train the GMM are -565cc selected by the manually traced splenic index measurement, cranio-caudal length (L) [4] . The proposed AGMMCL introduces the robustness of L estimation to guide the context learning, which derives better performance than conducting the two methods respectively.
METHODS

Dataset
We use a set of 69 clinically acquired CT images in this project (50 from MICCAI 2015 MeDiCAL challenges, https://miccai2015.org/frontend/index.php?page_id=589, and 19 from a clinically acquired splenomegaly cohort). The scans are of different volume sizes (512 x 512 x 47 ~ 512 x 512 x 195), and the in-plane resolution ranges from 0.59 x 0.59 mm 2 to 0.98 x 0.98 mm 2 . The scans in MeDiCAL dataset typically have regular spleen size while the 19 splenomegaly dataset consists of larger spleens. The spleens were manually traced by an experienced rater using MIPAV software [22] . All images and labels were cropped along the cranio-caudal axis following [23] . Figure 2 illustrates the AGMMCL based MAS approach. The target image is firstly localized and cropped using random forest bounding box localization [24] . Then, all atlas images and labels are registered to the cropped target image using affine and non-rigid registrations by NiftyReg [25] . Meanwhile, a prior probability map for the target image is derived adaptively from the AGMM approach (described in following section). Then the most likely successful atlases are selected using the iterative context learning and finally fused to the final spleen segmentation using joint label fusion (JLF) [26] . 
Multi-atlas Segmentation Framework
Adaptive Gaussian Mixed Model based Context Learning
First, the GMM model is trained adaptively based on a selected subset from all training atlases. The cranio-caudal length (L) is traced and calculated for the target image. Five atlases which have the closest L compared the test image are selected. Then, selected atlases are used to train the GMM model in the similar way as [18] . In this work, four types of features from the manual segmentations are used to train and test the GMM model: (1) intensity, (2) relative locations to lung landmarks, (3) gradients, and (4) second central moment. Briefly, intensity is selected because the intensities of tissues in CT are in the unified Hounsfield scale. The intensity information is used to tell the GMM model which intensity ranges that spleen should be in. However, other organs (e.g., kidney and liver) are typically share the similar intensity range as spleen. Therefore, other features are included to further distinguish spleen from others.
The organ location feature is derived by capturing the relative location between organ voxels to the automated derived lung landmarks following [18] . The spleen boundary feature is derived by the L2-Norm of 3D gradient, and the L2-Norm of second central moment features are also calculated. The four types of features are obtained respectively for five tissues (spleen, left kidney, fat, muscle, and other tissues in body) from the atlas labels. For a target image, the GMM model is applied to all voxels to probabilities of five tissues. Then the spleen probability map is derived by dividing the probabilities of spleen by the sum of the probabilities of all tissues. Finally, the spleen probability map is used as a prior in the context learning following [16, 27] .
Experimental Design
In the first experiment, the performance of AGMMCL model on dataset with large variation of spleen sizes is evaluated using 30 scans from MeDiCAL and 19 scans from the clinically acquired splenomegaly cohort. We empirically use 500 cubic centimeter (cc) as a threshold to categorize the 49 scans into two groups, "large" (19 scans with spleen size >500 cc) and "small" (30 scans with spleen size ≤500 cc). Then, the 49 images are separated into 25 training scans and 24 testing scans.
The training set consists of 15 randomly selected scans from MeDiCAL dataset and 10 randomly selected scans from the clinically acquired splenomegaly cohort. The testing set is formed by the remaining scans. All training scans containing both large and small spleens are used to train a GMM model (GMM L&S) and the AGMM model. Meanwhile, 10 large spleen training scans are used to train a GMM-L while the 15 regular spleen training scans are used to train a GMM-S model. Lastly, the performance of direct atlas selection by 5 closest L (Selected by L) into fusion without context learning is also evaluated. All statistical significance tests are made using a Wilcoxon signed rank test (p<0.05).
In the second experiment, the performance of AGMMCL model on dataset with small variation on regular spleen size is evaluated by using the remaining 20 scans from MeDiCAL dataset (not used in the first experiment). We train GMM (GMM-30) and AGMM models (AGMM-30) using the 30 MeDiCAL scans in the first experiment and test their performance using the remaining 20 images from MeDiCAL. Then, the 19 clinically acquired splenomegaly cohort scans are added to the training set (totally 49 atlases) to verify the performance of AGMM model (AGMM-49). Figure 3 shows the performance between the AGMM model with three GMM models as well as the simple atlas selection by L without context learning strategy. For each segmentation, Dice similarity coefficient (DSC), mean surface distance (MSD) and Hausdorff distance (HD) with manual segmentations are calculated to show the quantitative results. An example of qualitative result is shown in Figure 4 . Figure 5 compared the performance between AGMM models with GMM model. The DSC and surface distance are shown in Figure 5 to compare the effect of AGMM method and traditional GMM method. 
RESULTS
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper presented the semi-automated AGMMCL method to obtain spleen probabilistic maps adaptively for different target images. The cranio-caudal length, whose manual labelling costs only about 1 minute of rater time, much less than manual segmentation time (about 20 minutes per image), is used to select the atlases for the AGMM training. The performance of AGMM model was superior to the GMM model on the testing data with both regular It also achieved better performance than the GMM model on testing data with the regular size spleens ( Figure 5 ). The future research interest on this topic could be to automate cranio-caudal length labelling via machine learning or other approaches, to further reduce the overall manual costs. Figure 4 . This figure shows a qualitative evaluation of segmentations using different GMM training methods, including "GMM-L&S", "GMM-L", "GMM-S", "AGMM", and the accurate manual segmentation. 
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